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ABSTRACT Streptomyces species are important antibiotic-producing organisms that
tightly regulate their antibiotic production. Actinorhodin is a typical antibiotic pro-
duced by the model actinomycete Streptomyces coelicolor. To discover the regulators
of actinorhodin production, we constructed a library of 50,000 independent mutants
with hyperactive Tn5 transposase-based transposition systems. Five hundred fifty-
one genes were found to influence actinorhodin production in 988 individual mu-
tants. Genetic complementation suggested that most of the insertions (76%) were
responsible for the changes in antibiotic production. Genes involved in diverse cellu-
lar processes such as amino acid biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, cell wall
homeostasis, and DNA metabolism affected actinorhodin production. Genome-wide
mutagenesis can identify novel genes and pathways that impact antibiotic levels,
potentially aiding in engineering strains to optimize the production of antibiotics in
Streptomyces.

IMPORTANCE Previous studies have shown that various genes can influence antibi-
otic production in Streptomyces and that intercommunication between regulators
can complicate antibiotic production. Therefore, to gain a better understanding of
antibiotic regulation, a genome-wide perspective on genes that influence antibiotic
production was needed. We searched for genes that affected production of the anti-
biotic actinorhodin using a genome-wide gene disruption system. We identified 551
genes that altered actinorhodin levels, and more than half of these genes were
newly identified effectors. Some of these genes may be candidates for engineering
Streptomyces strains to improve antibiotic production levels.

KEYWORDS genome wide, Streptomyces coelicolor, actinorhodin, antibiotic
biosynthesis, transposition mutagenesis

Streptomyces species are important antibiotic producers because of their ability to
generate many compounds with antibiotic, immunosuppressive, anticancer, and

antihelminthic activities (1). With the development of genome sequencing technolo-
gies, a growing number of Streptomyces genome sequences are now available (2).
Genome mining results have shown that the average number of secondary metabolite
gene clusters in each Streptomyces genome is approximately 20 (3–5), but only one-
tenth of these metabolites are detectable during fermentation, as the products of most
clusters are too low to be detected. Various methods have been reported to enhance
antibiotic production and/or activate the biosynthesis of cryptic antibiotics, including
heterologous expression (6, 7), metal and nutrient stress (8–11), the addition of small
molecules, such as ARC2 (12), physical interaction between different microorganisms
(13), and increasing the copy number of antibiotic biosynthesis genes (14). Therefore,
the potential for the discovery of novel drugs in Streptomyces is enormous, and the
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identification of factors that regulate antibiotic production in this genus is important for
maximizing the value of these novel drugs.

Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) was the first Streptomyces strain to have its genome
completely sequenced and is the best-studied Streptomyces strain (3). S. coelicolor
produces two pigmented model antibiotics, the red-pigmented antibiotic undecylpro-
digiosin (RED) and the blue-pigmented antibiotic actinorhodin (ACT) (3). ACT is a
member of the benzoisochromanequinone class of polyketide antibiotics and is syn-
thesized by a typical type II polyketide synthase (PKS) gene cluster; the functions of
most enzymes encoded by this gene cluster have been elucidated (15–18). ACT is an
ideal model to identify regulators of antibiotic production. ACT production is modu-
lated by transcriptional regulators such as AfsR, WblA, DasR, AbaA, and XdhR (10,
19–22) and by other proteins such as OrnA, CmdA to CmdE, and SarA (23–25).

Many studies have been conducted to elucidate the regulation of antibiotic pro-
duction in Streptomyces, predominantly in S. coelicolor, and such studies have used DNA
microarrays to reveal gene expression patterns during metabolic switching (26, 27),
allowed the construction of genome-wide metabolic models (28–30), and identified
transcriptional regulators required for antibiotic production (31–35). These studies have
shown that the expression of antibiotic cluster genes is tightly regulated and that
substrate and energy supplies are crucial for antibiotic production. To genetically
manipulate antibiotic production, groundwork studies are first needed to identify
genes that influence antibiotic production in a genome-wide manner. To identify
regulators of ACT production, we searched for regulatory genes involved in ACT
production in the model S. coelicolor strain M145 using Tn5-based in vivo transposon
mutagenesis (36). We identified 551 genes that influenced ACT production, and more
than half of these genes are newly identified effectors. The results of gene comple-
mentation confirmed that most of these genes are ACT modulators. Some of these
genes may play important roles for strain improvement.

RESULTS
Genome-wide transposon screening for genes that affect ACT production. To

identify genes that affect the production of ACT, which is synthesized from acetyl
coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) and malonyl-CoA (Fig. 1A), a library with approximately
50,000 mutants was constructed in S. coelicolor M145 via pHL734-mediated transposon
mutagenesis (36). pHL734 is a suicide plasmid; therefore, each mutant obtained by this
method results from a single random transposition event (36). Under the conditions
used, visual estimation of blue ACT production was not obscured by RED production,
as ACT was excreted and RED production was relatively low. After phenotypic screen-
ing, we identified 410 mutants producing more blue pigment than the parental strain
(M145), and 578 mutants producing less or no blue pigment, resulting in a total of 988
mutants for further study. The variations in ACT production of all mutants were
quantified by measuring the absorbance at 633 nm (UV633) of alkaline extracts of
cultures grown on yeast extract-beef extract-Bacto peptone (YBP) agar for 84 h. The
mini-Tn5 insertion sites of the selected 988 mutants were located by mini-Tn5 rescuing
and DNA sequencing. The insertion sites, inactivated genes or operons, and the relative
ACT production levels of these 988 mutants are listed in Data Set S1 in the supple-
mental material.

Among the 988 mutants, 69 mutants had insertions within the 22.8-kb act gene
cluster (Fig. 1B). Sixty-three of these mutants produced no or decreased ACT, and their
insertion sites included the three minimal PKS genes SCO5087 to SCO5089 (actI-orf1 to
actI-orf3), the ketoreductase gene SCO5086 (actIII), the aromatase gene SCO5090 (actVII),
the cyclase gene SCO5091 (actIV), the transporter genes SCO5076 (actVA-orf1) and
SCO5084 (actII-orf3), and the pathway-specific activator gene SCO5085 (actII-orf4). One
insertion in the TetR-like regulatory gene SCO5082 (actII-orf1) increased ACT production
as did an insertion in the ACT transporter gene SCO5083 (actII-orf2). No insertion was
found in SCO5077 (actVA2) or SCO5078 (actVA3), which have no assigned role in the ACT
biosynthetic pathway. Eleven insertions were located within the 767-bp actII-orf4 gene,
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a hit rate four times higher than the average hit rate for the act cluster genes. The high
rate of insertion in actII-orf4 might reflect the relatively low G�C content (63.5%) of this
gene in comparison to that of the rest of the act cluster genes (36).

In addition to insertions in the act gene cluster, 919 insertions outside the act cluster
were found to affect ACT production, including 478 insertions in 334 genes that
decreased or abolished ACT production, 377 insertions in 229 genes that increased ACT
production, and 27 and 37 mutants with increased or reduced ACT production,
respectively, that had insertions in intergenic regions (Data Set S1). An analysis of the
distribution of these 919 inserts within the chromosome indicated that there were
more insertions in the chromosomal “core” region than in the “arm” regions (Fig. 1C
and D).

ACT regulatory genes outside the act gene cluster. Changes in ACT production
by a mutant may be caused by spontaneous mutation. To evaluate the association
between changes in ACT production and the insertions, 16 mutants with altered ACT
production and which had inserts in genes of putative transcriptional regulators were
selected from the library for in trans complementation. ACT production of 12 of these
mutants was restored to the levels of strain M145 by the in trans complementation (Fig.
2), suggesting that changes in ACT production in about three-fourths of all of the
mutants were attributable to the mini-Tn5 insertions; the phenotypes of the others may
be caused by unknown spontaneous mutation.

Furthermore, if several mutants had insertions in the same gene and similar changes
in ACT production, then the findings would strongly indicate that the targeted gene
had a role in ACT production. Peaks in the mutant distribution plot indicated multiple
cases of insertions into the same target genes. In the distribution plot for mutants with

FIG 1 Distribution of mini-Tn5 insertions affecting ACT production along the S. coelicolor chromosome. (A) The ACT biosynthetic pathway.
(B) Mini-Tn5 insertions in the act locus. (C) Distribution of insertions outside the act gene cluster that abolished/decreased ACT production.
(D) Distribution of insertions that led to increased ACT production. Sliding window with a step size of 20 kb. Genes in peaks with more
than ten hits are indicated. The segments below the plots in panels C and D indicate the core (black) and arm (gray) regions of the
chromosome. oriC, origin of replication.
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decreased or abolished ACT production (Fig. 1C), the three highest peaks contained a
cluster of vitamin B12 biosynthesis genes, the RNase J gene SCO5745, and the two
consecutive genes SCO2836 and SCO2837, which encode a putative glycosyl transferase
and a galactose oxidase homolog, respectively, and which are reportedly involved in
aerial mycelium development (37, 38). In addition, six genes, SCO2241, SCO3025 (manA),
SCO4069 (sarA), SCO4118 (atrA), SCO4330, and SCO5204, had more than five insertions,
and among these genes, manA, sarA, and atrA have been reported to positively
regulate ACT production (24, 39, 40). A total of 71 genes had more than one insertion
associated with decreased ACT production implying that they are ACT upmodulators;
among them, 55 have not been reported previously (see Table S1). A further 263 genes
potentially associated with upmodulation of ACT were identified by single insertions.

The distribution plot of the 404 insertions associated with increased ACT production
showed several high peaks (Fig. 1D). These peaks included the previously reported
pleiotropic antibiotic negative-regulator gene wblA (SCO3579) (41), the putative ATP/
GTP-binding membrane protein gene SCO5677 (42), a cluster of membrane protein
genes, cmdBCDEF (25), the putative secreted lytic transglycosylase gene tgdA (43), and
the cytochrome bd oxidase and transporter genes cydABCD. In total, 50 genes had more
than one insertion associated with increased ACT production, and 34 of these genes
were not previously known to influence ACT production (Table S1). A further 179
potential downmodulators of ACT production were identified by single insertions (Data
Set S1). Notably, there were 12 regulators, 5 transporters, and 14 “cell wall/membrane/
envelope biogenesis” genes among the 71 ACT upmodulators for which there was
more than one mutant. In addition, signaling/regulatory genes constituted 11 of the 50
downmodulators represented by more than one mutant (Table S1). Branched-chain
amino acid biosynthesis genes, protein modification genes, DNA transfer genes, and
cytochrome bd oxidase genes cydABCD were all found to modulate ACT production.

Remarkably, insertional mutations in some of the above-mentioned downmodula-
tors increased ACT production �50-fold, with some mutants exhibiting increases of
�200-fold. The insertion targets in these mutants included the following: five signaling
and regulatory genes, SCO1596 (ohkA), SCO1728 (GntR family transcriptional regulator),
SCO3008 (two-component system response regulator), SCO3579 (wblA), and SCO3664
(regulator); the three amino acid metabolism genes SCO3962 (pheA, encoding prephen-
ate dehydratase), SCO5522 (leuB, encoding 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase), and
SC2999 (encoding NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase); the two transporter genes
SCO2519 and SCO3185, encoding a putative antibiotic efflux protein and a potassium/
proton antiporter, respectively; the DNA repair gene SCO5803; a putative fatty acid
desaturase gene, SCO3128; and SCO5334, a gene of unknown function (Fig. 3).

Transcriptional regulators were overrepresented among the mutated genes that
affected ACT production. Of the 551 identified ACT modulators (Data Set S1), 110 were
transcriptional regulators, including DNA binding proteins and sigma factors. Interest-
ingly, the chromosomal distribution of the 110 ACT-modulatory transcriptional regu-

FIG 2 Relative ACT production in regulatory gene mutants and complemented strains. Antibiotic production levels in S.
coelicolor M145 (WT) and M145/pMT3 (vector) are shown as a reference. Data are shown as the means from three experiments.
Error bars indicate standard deviations. Y (yes) indicates that complementation restored parental ACT levels. No indicates that
complementation did not restore parental ACT levels. Note that the decreased ACT production of mutants J90 and S15 was
observable by eye.
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lators showed a high density within a 3- to 6-Mb section of the core region of the linear
chromosome, overlapping the ACT biosynthetic gene cluster and oriC (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

In Streptomyces, antibiotic production is regulated by transcriptional regulators,
substrate supply, cofactors, energy metabolism, reducing power, cell wall integrity,
protein modification, etc. ACT biosynthesis is a model system for secondary metabolism
research, and many genes have been implicated in the regulation of ACT production in
S. coelicolor (33–35). To systematically survey genes affecting ACT production, we
constructed a mutant library of S. coelicolor M145 using an efficient mini-Tn5 transpo-
sition system, from which we identified 988 mutants with altered ACT production. A
total of 570 genes were identified as possible modulators for ACT production, including
19 act genes.

Outside the ACT biosynthetic gene cluster, 121 genes were each disrupted in more
than one mutant, and although the insertion positions differed for a given gene, the
resulting mutants displayed similar phenotypes with regard to ACT production (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material), strongly supporting these genes as modulators
of ACT biosynthesis. Furthermore, in tests to confirm the association between changes
in ACT and the sites of mini-Tn5 insertion, the ACT production of 12 of 16 mutants was
restored to almost parental levels by supplying wild-type genes. Based on these

FIG 3 Mutants with increased ACT production. ACT production levels are shown relative to those in S. coelicolor M145. Bars indicate mutants with insertions
in the same gene, and gene names and functional categories of the mutated genes are indicated below the mutants.

FIG 4 Distribution of transcriptional regulatory genes affecting the production of ACT along the S.
coelicolor chromosome. Cumulative numbers are plotted. ACT TFs, transcriptional regulatory genes
affecting ACT production. All regulatory genes present on the chromosome (All TFs) and nonregulator
modulatory genes affecting ACT production (ACT non-TFs) are also plotted for reference. Regions
showing a high density of ACT-modulating genes (increase in slope of graph) are indicated by dotted
black lines. The chromosome replication initiation site (oriC) and the act genes are indicated by inverted
triangles. TFs, transcriptional regulatory genes.
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Mini-Tn5 mutants of seven vitamin B12 biosynthesis genes had decreased ACT
production, which may also be related to the supply of acetate-derived building blocks.
Vitamin B12 is a cofactor required for the conversion of methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-
CoA, which is the last step of branched-chain amino acid degradation and has been
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mannosylation, including SCO1388, encoding mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase,
SCO3025 (manA), SCO3028 (manB), and SCO3154 (pmt) all showed decreased ACT
production. Mannosylation of the high-affinity phosphate-binding protein PstS by
Pmt has been reported in Streptomyces (54), and insertions in SCO4142 (pstS)
increased ACT production, suggesting that the decreased ACT production seen in
the mannosylation mutants may be, at least in part, due to altered regulation of
phosphate uptake. In addition, as a pmt mutant lost intrinsic functions of the cell
envelope (55), the decreased ACT production of our pmt mutant may be caused by
cell envelope damage.

Mutants in the pupylation genes SCO1646, encoding Pup protein, a prokaryotic
ubiquitin-like protein, SCO1647 (a Pup ligase), and SCO1648 (an AAA ATPase) increased
ACT production, in agreement with a previous report (56). However, this finding may
reflect involvement of the Pup system in oxidative stress rather than its better-
understood role in protein degradation, since a mutation in the proteasome gene
showed only modest perturbations in ACT production (56) and no proteasome mutants
were identified in our experiments.

Many previously reported genes involved in stress response, signal transduction,
and transcriptional regulation were found in our study to modulate ACT production,
including genes involved in cAMP signaling (SCO4928 and SCO3571) (57,
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